1 Carriage release lever.

2 Stencil and ribbon control lever.

3 Line space and carriage return lever.

4 Shift lock key.

5 Keyboards for most languages (43 keys giving 86 different characters).

6 Back spacing key.

Weight of machine with carrying case 12 1/2 lbs. - Sizes 12 3/2 X 11 3/2 X 5 in.
Carriage locking lever. To unlock the carriage, raise the lever which is found on the left hand side of the machine. Lock the carriage when the typewriter is not in use or when carrying it about.

Paper release lever. Releases the paper feed device thus enabling the paper to be adjusted on the platen.

Margin stops. To set the margin at the desired positions on the sheet of paper.

Line space selector. To set the spacing between two consecutive lines.

Clutch lever. To allow the platen to be moved freely.

Margin release key. To enable typing before the left or beyond the right margin.